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A correspondence v from a probability space (M, &c’, p) to a Banach 
space S assigns to each element m in M a subset 9(m) of S. A measureable 
(resp., integrable or continuous) function f on M is a measureable (resp., 
integrable or continuous) selection from v if f(m) E v(m) p-a.e. For any E in 
Jtif, let 
jj 4 = )j”,f+ :f an integrable selection from y , 1 
[‘dp = [j-/W 
*E 
a continuous integrable selection from ~1. 
This paper gives conditions under which these integrals are open or, when S 
is finite dimensional, relatively open. For the integral Jig, dp, this involves 
giving conditions for g, to have an open graph. There are two easy corollaries 
of the openness of these two integrals: The first gives conditions for a 
relatively open-set-valued measure on &I to have a Radon-Nikodym deriva- 
tive. The second gives conditions for SE y dp to equal slop dp. Finally, 
we give sufficient conditions under which if CP and # are two correspondences 
satisfying v(m) is an open subset of 4(m), all m, then SE v dp is open in SE 1L dp. 
1. SOME DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY KESULT~ 
The topological dual of S is S’. If p E S’, we shall denote the value 
of p at a vector x in S by p . x rather than p(x). For any KC S. 
supp . K = sup{p . x: x E K). The interior of a subset K of S is denoted 
int K. The smallest affine subspace of S containing K is L[K]. When this 
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notation is used we shall make the additional assumption that S is finite 
dimensional or that int K is not empty so L[K] = S. The relative interior 
of K, ri K, is the interior of K as a subset of the topological space L[K]. 
H[K] will denote the linear (or homogeneous) subspace of S gotten by 
translatingL[K] to the origin. The convex hull of an arbitrary subset K of S 
is denoted conv[K]. Given two vectors x and Y in S, we shall denote 
con~&-G YH bY [XT Yl and shall denote ri[x,y] by (x, y). An open ball in S 
of center x and radius E is denoted B,(x). The complement of a subset K 
of S is “K. The notation E\F denotes set subtraction, in J& or for subsets of S. 
To distinguish a correspondence from M to S from a function from M 
to S, we shall sometimes use the notation v: M + S for a correspondence 
and f: M - S for a function. Given a correspondence q, int p is the corre- 
spondence mapping m into int g)(m). Similarly, ri qz m D ri y(m), q: m ti q(m) 
[the closure of q(m)], and L[p]: m = L[v(m)]. We shall say y is positively 
unbounded if there exists a closed, convex cone P with a nonempty interior 
such that for every m there is some y in p)(m) with y + PC v(m). (We shall 
indiscriminately add sets and points: KI + K, = {x E S: x = x, + x2 , 
xi E Ki , i = 1, 2) and KI + x1 = KI + {x1}.) A partial order C is defined 
on correspondences by saying v C 4 whenever p)(m) C 4(m), all m. 
We shall suppose throughout this paper that (M, &‘, p) is a complete 
probability space. A correspondence v: M => S is measureable whenever its 
graph, G, , is measureable in the product o-field on M x S (S has the Bore1 
a-field generated by open subsets). The following result is a basic tool in 
this paper: 
MEASUREABLE SELECTION THEOREM (MST). If S is a separable Banach 
space (or even a Polish space) and if p7: M + S is measureable and nonempty- 
valued, then v has a measureable selection. 
This is proven by Aumann [2], for example. When the hypothesis of this 
theorem is met, we shall say (M, S, v) satisfies MST. 
To state an analogous condition for a correspondence to have a continuous 
selection, we need some kind of continuity condition on p; namely v must be 
lower semicontinuous (LSC); i.e., for any open Gin S, {m EM: p)(m) n G # S} 
is open in M; y is upper semicontinuous (USC) if, for any open G in S, 
(m EM: y(m) C G} is open in M. 
CONTINUOUS SELECTION THEOREM (CST). IfM is a Hausdorf, perfectly 
normal topological space, ;f S is a separable Banuch space, if v: M => S is a 
convex nonempty-valued LSC correspondence and if for every m in M either 
(1) p)(m) is closed or (2) int v(m) is not empty or (3) p)(m) is finite dimensional, 
then v has a continuous election. 
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This is proven by Michael [lo]. When the hypothesis of this theorem is 
met, we shall say (M, S, v) satisfies CST. The following consequence of 
the CST is frequently useful: 
COROLLARY. If (M, S, v) satis$es CST, ifF is a closed subset of M and f 
is a selection from g, whose restriction to F is continuous (on F), then there exists 
a continuous selection g from v which coincides with f on F. 
This follows directly from the CST by noting that if a correspondence J, 
is defined by 
then 4 satisfies CST. By the CST, $ has a continuous selection g with the 
desired property. 
2. CONDITIONS FOR THE GRAPH OF A CORRESPONDENCE TO BE OPEN 
THEOREM 1. If a correspondence v from a topological space M to a Banach 
space S is LSC, open valued and positively unbounded, then the graph of F is 
open in M x S (with the product topology). 
Proof. We shall show that the complement of G, is closed: If 
{(ma, ya); ai E A} is a net of elements converging to (m”, y”) and satisfying 
y” 6 y(rn$ 01 E A, we want to show that y” $ v(rnO). 
Define om from S’ x M to R u { + a> by 
%(P, 4 = sup P * v(m)* 
Since cp(m) is convex and open, theny $ p)(m) if and only if, for some nonzero p 
in S’, p . y 3 u,(p, m). In particular, for each 01 in A we can choose p4 of 
norm one in S’ such that pa . ye > am(pa, ma). To show that y” $ v(m”), it is 
enough to find a nonzero p” in S’ such that 
pa *ya+po ‘YO, (1) 
a,(p”, m”) = lim, inf 0,( pa, ma), (2) 
since (1) and (2) imply that p” .y” >, u,(pO, m”). 
The unit ball B,’ of S’ is weak*-compact [13, 5.2, p. 1411. Thus there is 
a subnet of {pi; 01 E A) converging to some p”. Without loss of generality, we 
may ease notation by assuming this subnet is the original net. Thus pw con- 
verges weak* to po. To showps # 0, note that sup pa . cp(m”) < pa . y* < +- m 
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so pm E P”, the polar of P. P has a nonempty interior, so there exists 5 and 
~>OsuchthatB,(~)CP=(y~S:p~y,(O,allpinP~}bytheBipolar 
Theorem [13, 1.5, p. 126 and 3.1, p. 1301. Thus for every 01, pm *B + E = 
p~~~+suppOL~B,(0)=~uppo:~B,(~)~0,~0pa~~~-~.Sincep”-tp0 
weak*, then pa .f + p” .3 so p” * 9 < --E. Thus p” # 0. 
It is easy to demonstrate (1): 
Ip”~Yrr-PO.YOI ,< /P~~(Y~-YO)l + l(P”-PO).YOI 
~llY"-Y"II+I(pa-Po)~YoI 
since Ij pa 1) = 1. But the first term on the right converges to zero by assump- 
tion and the second converges to zero since pal converges weak* to po. 
To demonstrate (2), we show CT, is LSC on 5” x M; i.e., for any real A, 
the set {(p, m) E S’ x M: cr&), m) < A} is closed (where S’ has the weak*- 
topology). Suppose {(pB, me); ,8 E B} is a net of elements of this set converging 
to (pl, ml), but on the other hand, a,(~“, ml) > A. Then there exists 
y1 E I such that p1 . y1 > A. By the argument of the preceding paragraph, 
there exists a neighborhood V of p1 in aB,’ and a neighborhood U of y1 in S 
such that (p, y) E V x U implies p * y > A. Since { ps; b E B} converges to 
pl, then pS is eventually in V. Since y1 E &nl), {ms; /I E B) converges to ml 
and v is LSC, then eventually there exists ya in U n &ns). But then 
ps * ya > h which contradicts the choice of (ps, m6), /I E B. fi 
COROLLARY. If (M, S, IJ) satisfies CST and if p is LSC, open valued and 
positive@ unbounded, then {m EM: q~(m) n $(m) # IZ(} is open. 
Proof. We show that if x0 E v(mO) n (Cl(mO), then v(m) n 4(m) is non- 
empty for m in some neighborhood U of m”. Since (M, S, 4) satisfies CST, 
by the Corollary of the CST we can choose a continuous selectionf from # 
such that f(m”) = x0. By Theorem 1, the graph of q~ is open, so we can 
choose an open U, containing m” and an open ball BE(xo) around x0 such that 
U, x B,(xO) is contained in the graph of v. Choose U to be an open neigh- 
borhood of m” contained in U, such that /If(m) -f(mO)ll < E for m in U. 
Clearlyf(m) E F(m) n t)(m), m E U. b 
In case S has finite dimension N, one is tempted to try to derive a con- 
clusion similar to that of the preceding Corollary under the weaker hypothesis 
that v be relatively open valued. This leads to the need for an extension 
of Theorem 1 to this case. 
For any integer n between 0 and N, define 
Mwn = {m E M: dimension of q(m) equals n>. 
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THEOREM 2. If S is jinite dimensional, (M, S, q~) satis$es CST and v is 
relatively open valued and if 0 < n < N, for any m” E M,” and x0 E p)(mO) 
there exists E > 0 and a neighborhood U of m0 such that m E U IT AJwn and 
x E B,(xO) n L[v(m)] imply x E y(m). 
Proof. We can imitate the proof of Theorem 1 if we first assume that 
the graph of H[v], restricted to Mmn, is closed. This assertion will be proven 
in the following lemma. 
Given m” E M,” and x0 t v(rnO), there fails to exist such an E :, 0 and such 
a neighborhood U if and only if there is a net {(m%, x”); a E A} converging 
to (mo, x”) and satisfying m” E M,” and P EL[F(m”)] n “v(rn”). The latter 
condition means that there exists a vector pa with lipa I; =--; 1, pa . A+ ;z 
o,(p”, m*), and pa E H[v(m”)], the linear subspace parallel to L[cp(ma)]. The 
compactness of the unit sphere in S means we can (without loss of generality) 
assume that p” converges to some p” which also has norm one. By Lemma 1 
below, the graph of the correspondence H[q] is closed, so p” E H[q(m”)]. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that p0 x0 3 ua,(pu, m’)). Because 
p” E H[~(m”)] and p” #: 0, we have shown that x0 $ y(m”). 1 
Remark. When S is finite dimensional, Theorem 2 gives a stronger 
result than Theorem 1: G, is open when (M, S, p?) satisfies CST and p is 
open valued. F need not be positively unbounded. It would seem that this 
should be true for any Banach space S. 
LEMMA 1. If S has dimension N, (M, S, v) satisfies CST and if0 < n < N, 
then the graphs of H[v] and L[c,v] restricted to M,” are closed in Man x S. 
Proof. Suppose m” E MQn. If {(mu, P): u E A} is a net converging to 
(m”, x”) and satisfying .V E H[p(m”)] and ma E AZGn, then we want x0 E H[y(mO)]. 
Choose a continuous selection f from 9) and let I,A = q~ - f. Then H[v] = L[I,!J]. 
Choose n linearly independent vectors {y”}: in #(mO) which span L[#(mO)]. 
By the Corollary of the CST, choose n continuous selections f i from z,A 
satisfying f i(m”) := yi, i = l,..., n. There exists a neighborhood L’ of rno on 
which {f i(m)}; are linearly independent [since, by a compactness argument, 
the set of m for which {f i(m)}r are dependent is closed]. Since ma E Man, 
then for 01 large enough, L[I,/J(w)] is spanned by {f”(m”)};. Thus for some 
scalars Aim, we have P = x: Xiaf i(ma). Further, these scalars depend con- 
tinuously on P andfi(mu). [If F, is the n x n matrix whose i-th row is the 
vector f i(mX), AiU is the dot product of xa and the i-th column of F;‘.] Thus 
as cy becomes large, hzW converges to some Aio satisfying X0 == C,” &Of i(m”). 
Thus x0 E L[$(mO)] = H[v(mO)]. Thus H[CJJ] has a closed graph. This also 
implies L[v] has a closed graph since L[v] = H[?] + ,fandfis continuous. i 
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The preceding proof also demonstrates how to show that when (RI, S, p’) 
satisfies CST, so do L[v] and H[v]: Given any z” ~L[q(rnO)], there exists a 
finite subset (xi}: of ~(m.“) such that z” = 2,” &xi, xi hi = 1. Choose con- 
tinuous selections f i from r,~ for which fi(mo) = xi. Then f defined by 
f(m) = C,” h$(m) is a continuous selection from L[pl] through so. It is 
easy to see that this means that L[p] is LSC. 
An example which demonstrates that L[y] need not be USC even 
if v is LSC and USC is constructed by letting M = [0, I], S = W, 
d4 = {(x i , x2) = t(1 - m, m): 0 < t < l}. Then L[v(m)] is the line 
through (0,O) and (1 - m, m). For any E > 0 the only m such that L[v(m)] 
is contained in the open set {(x1 , xJ: 1 xi 1 < l } is m = 1. 
It is also easy to see that L[y] need not have a closed graph in M x S: 
Let M = R+l, 
{yEw:m+y < I,y >O> 
VW = iiO) 
O<m<l 
m 3 1, 
O<m<l 
m 3 1. 
COROLLARY. <f S has dimension N, (M, S, v) and (M, S, #) satisfy CST, 
9) is relatively open valued and L[$J] CL[y], then for 0 < n < N: 
{m EM,“: dm) n $(m> # m> 
is open in Mwn. 
Proof. If m” E Man and some x0 is in v(mO) n #(mO), by Theorem 2 we 
can find 6 > 0 and a neighborhood U, of m” such that m E U, n Mwn and 
x E &(x0) n L[p(m)] imply x E y(m). Ch oose a continuous selection g from * 
with g(mO) = x0. But then there is some open subset U of lJr such that 
m” E U and I/g(m) - g(mO)ll < E when m E U. Thus m E U n M,” implies 
g(m) E ~(4 n 4(m)- I 
3. OPENNESS OF THE INTEGRAL OF A CORRESPONDENCE 
To derive conditions for SE v dp to be open whenever q~ is open-valued, 
we define d,(m) to be the distance from zero to the complement, “v(m), of 
?w 
d,(m) = SUP(E > 0: B,(O) C p)(m)}. 
LEMMA 2. If go is measureable, so is d, . 
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Proof. This is proven by showing that for any finite, nonnegative E 1,‘ 0, 
(m: d,(m) < c} is measureable. Because v is measureable, 
{(m, s) EM x S: s E B,(O) n y(m): -== [Jr x B,(O)] n ‘G, 
is measureable. But 
{m: d,(m) < c] = {m: B,(O) n ‘v(m) f 3: = projn,{(m, s): s E BJO) n ‘I), 
so {d,(m) < E) is analytic and hence is measurable ((A’, p) is a complete 
measure space [6, 3.4, p. 3571). 1 
THEOREM 3. If g, is measureable and open valued, then, for any nonnull 
E, SE p dp is open. 
Proof. By a simple argument, we can let E = M. LfTl:e want to show that 
if h is any integrable selection from v, then s,%{ h dp is in the interior of 
SM v CL. d By letting t,/~ = v - h, we have 0 E #(m), all m. It is sufficient to 
show that some neighborhood of 0 is contained in JIM It’, dp. 
Because I/J is open valued, d,(m) > 0, all m. By Lemma 1, we can find 
E > 0 and a measureable F C M such that p(F) > 0 and d,(m) > E, m in F. 
But then B,(O) Cv(m), m in F, so p(F)B,(O)C SF+ dpC s,W$d+ Since 
p(F) B,(O) is a neighborhood of 0, we are finished. 1 
LEMMA 3. If G, is open, convex and dense in G, which is also open in S, 
then G, =- G, . 
Proof. Because G, is open and G, is dense in G, , G, C int Gr . Thus it 
is enough to show that int Gr C G, . If x E int Gr , there is some open neigh- 
borhood L: which is symmetric around x and contained in Gr . U open 
implies there exists y E U n G, ; U symmetric around x implies 
2x-y m-=x-(y-~)~UCG~.Butthenx=(1/2)y+(l/2)(2x-yy)~G, 
since -i E G, , 2x ~ y E G, and G, is convex [12, Theorem 6.1, p. 451. 1 
LEMMA 4. If S is separable and v: iW * S is measureable, then so is int v. 
In particular, iff is a measurable selection from 91, if 6 > 0 and $4 is defined by 
#Cm> = %(f (m)) n int y(m), 
then $ is measureable. 
Proof. Let {sn} be a dense subset of S. Clearly the graph of int q~ equals 
Ur,A {m: %&J C rp(mN x %&n). Th us in order to show int v is measure- 
able, it suffices to show that for any integer n and E > 0, {m: B,(s,) C y(m)}, 
is measureable. If we define 
d,“(m) = supb 2 0: B&J C dm)h 
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then by Lemma 2, d,” is measureable. But {m: B,(s,) C v(m)} = 
(d,n)-I( [e, + co)) which is therefore measureable. 
TO show that # is measureable, it suffices to note that the graph of # equals 
the intersection of the graph of int 9 with the set {(m, s): s E Bs(f(m))}. 1 
COROLLARY. If (M, S, v) satisfies MST, if int p)(m) is dense in y(m), 
CL-a.e. and if either (1) int y is convex valued or (2) p is nonatomic and S is 
$nite dimensional, then for every E, 
int j,Fdp = jEintp,dp. 
Proof. Suppose we knew 
I int v dp is dense in I v +a E (3) E 
Then SE int v dp and int SE p dp are both open sets in S (by Theorem 3) 
and the former is a convex subset of the latter [l]. By Lemma 3, the two sets 
coincide. 
To prove (3), for any F > 0 and any integrable selection f from v, let 4 
be defined by 
G(m) = (X E int v(m): II x -f (m)il < l }. 
#J is nonempty-valued since int p)(m) is dense in p)(m). By Lemma 4, $ is 
measureable and so by the MST, has a measureable selection g. Since f is 
integrable, g is also and j/ SE (f - g) dp /I < E. m 
It is easy to see that the denseness of int p)(m) in v(m) is needed for the 
result stated in the Corollary. Consider the example where M = [0, 11, p is 
Lebesgue measure and v(m) = (x E RI: 0 < x < i or x = l}, m in M. Then 
int sM v dp = (0, 1) and jM int v dp = (0, i). Less obvious is the need for 
int y to be convex valued or else for p to be nonatomic: Suppose M = (0, 1, 2}, 
S = UP and for each i = 1, 2, 3: p({i>) = 5 and y(i) = [0, +] u [$, l]. Then 
int sM F dp = (0, 1) but sM int IJJ dp = (0, 4) u (a, 4) U (4, $) u (2, 1). 
We derive an analogue of Theorem 3 for s” v dp. 
THEOREM 3’. If a correspondence y from a normal topological space M 
to a Banach space S is LSC, open valued and positively unbounded and if p 
is regular, then for any nonnull E, Jl p dp is open. 
Proof. As with the proof of Theorem 3 above, it is sufficient to consider 
only the case where 0 E v(m), all m. We then want to find some neighborhood 
of 0 which is contained in sip, dp. By Theorem 1, for any m0 there exists 
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E Y 0 and an open set U containing ma such that U x B,(O) C G, . If Ail 
were compact, we could then find an E’ such that M x Bi?) C G, so that 
p(E) B$’ C jiv dp, In the general case, since p is regular, we can choose 
m” in the support of p (so p( U n E) is positive) and we can choose a closed 
subset F of r,’ n E with positive measure. By Urvsohn’s L,emma [8, p. 1461, 
we can choose a continuous function X from AZ to [O, I] such that 
rl 
h(m) = ,. 
mEF 
m$ r;. 
For any z E B,(O), A(.) z is a continuous selection from 9 whose integral 
on E is [SE h dp] z. Thus [SE X dp] B,(O) C ji v dp. Since SE h dp 3 /-L(F) > 0, 
this exhibits an open neighborhood of 0 contained in siy dp. 1 
COROLLARY. If (M, S, int 9) satisjies CST, if int q~ is positively unbounded 
and if, for every m, int g)(m) is dense in p)(m), then for every E, 
The proof of this is similar to the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 3 
with continuous selections replacing measureable selections. We note that 
it was not necessary to explicitly assume that TV was regular, since the hypoth- 
esis that (M, S, int 9)) satisfied CST implied M was perfectly normal. This 
just means that M is normal and every closed set is G, . But this means that 
any Bore1 measure is a Baire measure and hence is regular [l 1, 11.7.2, p. 631. 
When S is finite dimensional, we can sharpen Theorems 3 and 3’. We 
first establish a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5. If (M, S, 9’) satisjies MST, if f is an integrable selection from q~ 
and p E S’, then for any E, p . SE f dp = sup p . SE p dp ;f and only if 
p . f (m) :y-. sup p . p)(m) p-a.e. on E. 
Proof. Sufhciency is clear, since if p . f (m) = sup p . q(m) p-a.e. on E. 
then 
suPP * [ FdtL 2+.J‘EfdJ 
-E 
= j- supP.P,dcc 
E 
=r- supp * c p’& “E 
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To demonstrate the converse, suppose p . SE f dp = sup p . SE 91 dp. If 
we define 
F = {m E E: p . f (m) < sup p . &YZ)}, 
then we want p(F) = 0. 
It is readily checked that F is measurable since the mapping 
m H supp . p)(m) is measureable [6, 4.51. Suppose p(F) > 0. Define a 
correspondence 0 on F 
e(m) = {x e q(m): p x > p .f (m)}. 
Then G, = G, n {(m, s) E F x S: p . s > p . f (m)} is measureable so 0 is 
measureable. 0 is nonempty-valued on F so there exists a measureable 
selection g jF from 0. If g IF is not integrable, then there is some integer n, 
such that Fn, = {m E F: I/ g(m) -f (m)l] < n,} has positive measure (since 
F = U F,). Define an integrable selection h from v by 
m EFno 
otherwise. 
Then p.JEhdp>p.JEfdp. S ince h is an integrable selection from q~, 
we have found that p(F) > 0 contradicts p . SE f dp = sup p . SE v dp. Thus 
149 = 0. I 
The result in Lemma 5 is closely related to the result that if p is measureable 
andJ,p,dp# O,thensupp.S,g,dCL=SEsupp.p,dCL[7,91. 
THEOREM 4. If S is jkite dimensional, (M, S, q) satis$es MST, if q~ is 
relatively open valued and either p is convex valued or p is nonatomic, then 
for every E, Je q~ dp is relatively open. 
Proof. To show that SE h dp E ri SE v dp for any integrable selection h 
from q~, it again suffices to show that 0 E ri SE 4 dp, where $ = q~ - h, since 
ri[JE (r+~ - h) dp] = ri[JE g, dp] - SE h dp. If L is the smallest affine subspace 
containing SE # dp, then 0 E SE 4 dp means L is a linear subspace. By the 
separating-hyperplane theorem and the convexity of ri SE 9 dp [l], it is 
enough to show that for any nonzero p in L’, 0 < sup p . SE # dp. 
Suppose that for some nonzero p in L’, 0 = sup p . SE # dp. By Lemma 5 
(letting f = 0), we see that 
0 = SUPP .Y@>, CL-a.e. on E. (4) 
Relation (4) together with 0 E ri #(m), CL-a.e. imply that #(m) Cp-l(O), 
p-a.e. on E. But then p-i(O) n L is a proper subspace of L containing SE 4 dp. 
This contradicts the definition of L. Thus SE h dp E ri SE p dp. 1 
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We note that the proof given above cannot be extended to give the infinite- 
dimensional result stated in Theorem 3, since the proof given for Theorem 4 
would require that the interior of SE v dp be nonemptp if S were infinite 
dimensional. 
COROLLARY. Zf S is finite dimensional, (M, S, v) satisfies MST, if ri q(m) 
is dense in v(m), p-a.e., and if either (1) ri 9 is convex-valued OY (2) p is non- 
atomic, then, for every E, 
The proof of this is analogous to the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 3 
with S replaced by L[sE p dp]. 
LEMMA 5’. Zf (M, S, F) satisjes CST, if 9) is open valued OY finite- 
dimensionally valued, if f is a continuous integrable selection from y, if y is 
tight and ifp E S’, then for any E, p SE f dp = sup p . si y dp if and only if 
p . f (m) = sup p . y(m) CL-a.e. on E. 
Proof. Sufficiency is again clear. To prove necessity, we want to show 
that the set 
F = {m E M:p .f (m) < supp . p)(m)} 
satisfies p(E n F) = 0. Since f is continuous and the mapping m F+ sup p . q(m) 
is LSC (proof of Theorem l), F is open. 
We define a correspondence t? by 
d(m) =(xEq(m):p.x >p.f(m)}. 
We want to apply the CST to 8 on F. Since 0 is nonempty-convex-valued 
on F, we need show only that 0 is LSC. Suppose m, E F and for some open G 
in S, @(ma) n G # ia. By the Corollary of the CST applied to v, there 
exists a continuous selection g of y such that g(mo) E 0(m,) n G. But then there 
exists a neighborhood U of m, such that g(U) C G and p . g(m) > p . f (m), 
m E U. Thus m E U implies O(m) n G is not empty, so 0 is LSC. By the CST 
applied to 8, choose a continuous selection h from 0 (h is only defined on F). 
Suppose &E n F) > 0. Since p is tight, there exists a compact set 
KC E n F such that p(K) > 0. Because M is a normal topological space, 
there exists an open neighborhood F’ of K which is also contained in F 
and on which h and f are bounded. By Urysohn’s Lemma [8, p. 1461 there 
exists a continuous function A: M -+ [0, 11 such that 
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Define a function e on M by 
e(m) = 
A(m) 44 + (1 - waf(m) m EF’ 
f(m) otherwise. 
Thus e is a continuous integrable selection from v, For every m, p . e(m) 3 
p . f (m), and for m E K, p . e(m) > p .f (m). Thus p . SE e dp > p * SE f dp 
which contradicts the hypothesis that p . JEf dp = supp . sgs, d+ Thus 
p(EnF)=O. 1 
THEOREM 4’. If S is jinite dimensional, (n/r, S, p’) satisfies CST, p is 
tight and q~ is relatively open valued, then for every E, si F dp is relatively open. 
The proof of Theorem 4 carries over with Lemma 5 replaced by Lemma 5’. 
COROLLARY. If S is Jinite dimensional, (M, S, v) satisjies CST, and z.. /1 
is tight, then for every E, 
This result is proven analogously to the Corollary of Theorem 3. 
4. APPLICATION I: EXISTENCE OF A RADON-NIKODPM DERIVATIVE 
OF A RELATIVELY OPEN-SET-VALUED MEASURE 
A correspondence @: A =+ S is a set-valued measure (or countably additive 
correspondence) if it is countably additive: for every sequence (EJ of pair- 
wise disjoint elements of A, @(lJ Ei) = C a(&), where, for any sequence 
(Xi) of subsets of S, C Xi = {x E S: f or each i there exists xi E Xi such that 
C: xi converges absolutely to x}. We say that p: &I z- S (resp., @: J& =P S) 
is positive valued if there exists a closed-convex pointed cone P such that 
v(m) C P for all m (resp., G(E) C P, all E). @ is p-continuous if p(E) = 0 
implies @(E) = (0). 
If Q(E) = SE IJJ dp for all E, we say cp is a Radon-Nikodjm derivative of @. 
The very basic work of Debreu and Schmeidler [7] characterizes those set- 
valued measures which have closed-convex positive-valued measureable 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives. In this section we show that a similar charac- 
terization of those set-valued measures having relatively open-convex 
positive-valued measureable derivatives follows immediately from Theorem 4 
of this paper and the work of Debreu and Schmeidler. 
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THEOREM 5. If S has Jinite dimension, then CD is a countably additive, 
u-continuous, positive-convex relatively open-set-valued measure if and only if 
it has a positive-convex relatively open-valued measureable Radon-Nikod?;m 
derivative. 
Proof. The “if” implication is an easy corollary of Theorem 4. To prove 
the converse, define a partial ordering on the correspondences from A?’ to S 
by r, C ra whenever F,(E) C I’,(E) for all E in ,K. The conditions assumed 
on @ ensure that there exists a set-valued measure 6 which is maximal for 
the partial order C in the collection of set-valued measures r on S which 
satisfy @ C rC 5 (by Theorem 1 of Debreu and Schmeidler [7]). By 
Theorem 2 of Debreu and Schmeidler, 6 has a closed-convex positive-valued 
measureable Radon-Nikodfm derivative 9;. Let p; = ri $. By Theorem 4, 
for any E, SE y dp ~7 ri SE $ dp = Q(E). g 
5. APPLICATION 2: EVERY INTEGRABLE SELECTION CAN BE REPLACED 
BY A CONTINUOUS SELECTION 
In this section we use the results of Section 3 to give conditions under 
which it is possible to assume that any vector in SE T dp is actually the integral 
over E of a continuous integrable selection from p). 
THEOREM 6. If (M, S, F) satisfies CST, if t.~ has compact support and 
either (1) rp is open valued and positively unbounded or (2) S is$nite dimensional 
and q~ is relatively open valued, then for every E, 
Proof. Since TV has compact support, we may assume without loss of 
generality that M is compact. We shall consider first the case where S is 
finite dimensional and p is relatively open valued. Suppose we knew 
j 
c 
/vG is dense in I T 4 E 
(5) 
Then USE P 4 = Q.l-i v 44 so by (5), Theorems 4 and 4’ and Lemma 3 
we get the desired equality. 
To establish (5), we consider only the case where ,fE ‘p dp is not empty. 
Choose any integrable selection f from 9) and E > 0. We want to find a 
continuous integrable selection whose integral over E is within E of SE f dp. 
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Because q~ is nonempty-valued, we can choose from it a continuous 
selection e. e is integrable since p has compact support. This compactness 
also means that p is tight on the Bore1 subsets of M, so, by Lusin’s Theorem 
[ 11, p. 691, we can choose a closed subset F of E such that f IF is continuous 
and the integrals JEiF /I f I] dp and jEip /I e 11 dt~ are both less than c/2. By the 
Corollary of the CST, there is a continuous, integrable selection g from v 
which extends f IF . By the regularity of p on M, we can choose a sequence 
{F,} of closed subsets of E\F such that p((E\F)\F,) + 0. By Urysohn’s 
Lemma [S, p. 1461, there exists a continuous function A, : M+ [0, I] 
satisfying 
Define 
h,(t) = &(t)g(t) + (1 - ut)) e(t). 
Since M is compact, h, is a continuous, integrable selection from q~ and 
h,b=flF, hnl~n=el,. Finally, II h&N < II&)ll + II 4, so the 
sequence {h,) is uniformly mtegrable. Then 
j,lihn -f II 6 G I,,,11 hn -f II 4 
d j,,, (IIf II + II e II) dcL + jtE,Fj,P II h, II 4. 
11 
From the choice of F, the uniform integrability of (h,} and p((E\F)\F,) -+ 0 
we conclude that eventually SE 11 h, - f/I dp < E. 
In the case where S is infinite dimensional, we have int ji v dp is not 
empty by Theorem 3’, so we have L[JE v &] = L[sicp dp] = S. The rest 
of the proof goes through unchanged. u 
Remark. The assumption that p has a compact support can be replaced 
by the assumptions that p be tight and that there exist a continuous bounded 
selection from v. This selection would serve the role played by e in the 
preceding proof. In this case it would also be possible to show that g could 
be chosen to be a continuous, bounded extension off IF . 
We give an example to show that sip, dp need not equal SE v dp unless q 
is relatively open valued. Define vi : [0, l] 3 [WI by 
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Clearly, q+ is LX and convex-compact valued. Let p be Lebesgue measure 
on [0, I] and define an integrable selection from vi 
Then 
This example can be extended easily to give an unbounded correspondence: 
Define ‘pa : [0, I] => R2 by 
then 
Given a correspondence v: M * S, Theorem 6 appears to be useful in 
studying continuity properties of a mapping h ----f s 9 dA defined on some 
collection of probabilities on (M, ~2’) with the weak topology. Another 
. 
apphcation of Theorem 6 is to provide conditions under which the corre- 
spondence on J&‘, which takes E into siq~ dp, is countably additive. To see 
that si 9” dp is not always countably additive (unlike jE F dp), suppose gl 
and g, are two continuous, integrable functions from M to lFP such that 
gl(m) < ga(m) everywhere. Let cp(m) = {gr(m), g,(m)}. Then [i 9) dp is 
clearly not countably additive. 
6. OPENNESS OF ONE CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE 
TO ANOTHER CORRESPONDENCE 
If p and 4 are two correspondences from M to S such that, for every m, 
v(m) is an open subset of $(m), we say g, is open in 4. In this section we give 
conditions under which, if v is open in #, then jp dp is open in J# dp. 
Our procedure to show s q~ dp is open in l# dp will be to prove something 
a little stronger: sq dp is open in L[j$ dp]. This will be done by showing 
that LLf 4 4 = 4.l- 9~ 44 and using Theorems 3 or 4. Thus, in effect, we 
409/39/3-x7 
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shall reduce the more general problem posed here to the problem solved 
in Section 3. This is achieved by Theorem 8 and its Corollaries below. We 
first derive some useful results connecting the correspondence L[$, and the 
affine subspace L[s qo &I. 
LEMMA 6. If (M, S, v) satisjies MST, if L[s, v dp] is closed and ;f 
0 E y(m), p-a.e. on E, then 
Gel CL [jE v 41, w-e. on E. 
Proof. It suffices to show that CL-a.e. on M, g)(m) is a subset of the linear 
subspace L, = L[j,,,, q dp]. If this were false, then the graph G, of v would 
not be contained in M x L, . In fact, if we let H = G,\(M x L,), then we 
would have p(proj,(H)) > 0. {For the measureability of proj,(H), see 
[6, (3.4)) P. 3571.1 
Since S is separable and L, is closed, we can choose a countable collection 
(C,): of open, convex sets in S whose union is S\L, . (The sets C, need not 
be disjoint.) Let Hk = (M x C,) n G, so H = u Hk . Then proj,(H) = 
uk proj,(Hk), so for some k,, , p(proj,(H,J) > 0. Let M,, = projM(Hk,). 
Define a correspondence ~a : M, * CkO by 
%@I = v(m) n Ck” . 
Then v,, is nonempty-valued and measureable and so has a measureable 
selection h. Clearly 
where the first inclusion uses the assumption that 0 E q(m) CL-a.e. 
We obtain the desired contradiction by showing that jiMO h dp is also in 
p(M,J Ck, which is disjoint from L, . If sM, h dp. $ p(M,J Cko (a nonempty, 
open, convex set), then there exists nonzero p in S’ such that 
But then we have the contradiction 
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where the strict inequality follows from the fact that p . h(m) < [k/p(M,J], 
m in :V,, , since h(m) E CkO for m in AJO . m 
It is easily seen that the assumption that 0 E v(m) p-a.e. cannot be omitted 
in Lemma 6: suppose v is a positive single-valued correspondence (i.e., a 
positive function). 
THEOREM 7. Suppose (M, S, y) satis$es MST. Then for any 6, if 
I,[sE v dp] is closed and nonempty, we have L[JE 9) dp] =- St L[~J] dp. 
Proof. We may assume E = M. LetL, = L[s&, v dp] and L, == s,,,L[(p] d+ 
To show L, CL, , we show first that L, is an affine subspace: If xi E L2 
and f, is a scalar, i = 1, 2, and t i T t, = 1, then there are integrable selec- 
tionsf” from L[v] such that sMfi dp = xi. If f =: tlfl T t,f 2, then f is also 
an integrable selection from L[~J] and J,fdp := tlxl +- t,x2. Thus L, is 
affine. Since p C L[q], then s&, ‘p dp CL, . Since L, is defined as the smallest 
affine subspace containing s,v, v dp, then L, CL, 
We show L, CL, first for the case where 0 E q(m), p-a.e. In this case, 
I,, is a (closed) linear subspace. Thus it suffices to show L[v(m)] CL, CL-a.e. 
Hut this was established in Lemma 6. Thus if 0 E p(m), CL-a.c., then 
L[.L, v &I = .L Lid dp. 
In the general case, since s,,,, q dp is not empty, there exists an integrable 
selection f from v. Define # by I,!J = y - f. Then siM # dp = s,\[ 9 dp - J,\,fdp, 
L& # 41 2 L& v &I - .f,wfdp and LWI = %4 - f. BY the two 
preceding paragraphs we have 
= jMW 4 - j,f dcl 
We remark that the inclusion L[sM v dp] C s,M L[F] dp required no assump- 
tions The opposite inclusion can easily be seen to be false without the 
condition that (M, S, p’) satisfy MST. Let f’ be an integrable, real-valued 
function on M and let f 2 be a nonmeasureable, real-valued function on ,%I 
such that f”(m) f f'(m) for all m. If p(m) =- V1(m),f2(m)), then 
I& 9) 41 = .fM f dtL but .h Lb1 4 = R1 since L[v(m)] -= R1 for all m. 
It is also easy to construct an example where (M, S, q~) satisfies MST, 
where g, has no integrable selections, but L[F(m)] == R1 for all m. Then 
jn, L[p?] dp = [WI and L[sm 9) dp] is empty. 
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COROLLARY 1. If (M, S, #) satisfies MST, if QO: M > S satisfies 
L[v] C L[#] and qL[JE # dp] is closed and nonempty, then 
L [s,VdP] CL [jp]. 
Proof. From Theorem 7 and the remarks following it we have 
COROLLARY 2. lf (M, S, 9’) and (M, S, #) satisfy MST, L[p] = L[#] and 
if the sets L[JE v dp] and L[JE 4 dp] are closed and nonempty, then 
L [s,dP] =L [jp]. 
LEMMA 7. If (M, S, IJJ) and (M, S, 4) satisfy MST, if pl is open in 4, ;f # 
is convex valued and int # is nonempty valued, then for any E, either SE q dp is 
empty OY has a nonempty interior (and then so does SE (lr dp). 
Proof. If SE q~ dp is not empty, there exists an integrable selection f 
from q~ We define a correspondence 0 by 
e(m) = B,(f (m)) n int v(m). 
We shall show that SE 0 dp is a nonempty open subset of SE q~ dp and hence 
the latter integral has a nonempty interior. 
We demonstrate first that t9 is nonempty-valued: Because y(m) is open 
in 4(m), there exists S(m) such that 0 < S(m) < 1 and Bs&f (m)) n int #(m) 
is contained in int q(m). Because 4(m) is convex and int #(m) is not empty, 
then Bstm)(f (m)) n int #(m) is not empty [12, Theorem 6.1, p. 341. Thus 
Bs&f (m)) n int g(m) is a nonempty subset of e(m) so 0 is nonempty-valued. 
Lemma 4 demonstrates that 0 is measureable. By the MST, there exists 
a measureable selection g from 0. Since /I g(m) -f (m)ll < 1 for all m, g is 
integrable. Thus SE 0 d p is a nonempty subset of SE v dp. By Theorem 3, 
SE 0 dp is open so that SE p dp has a nonempty interior. 1 
THEOREM 8. If (M, S, p’) and (IV, S, $) satisfy MST, ;f p is open in 4, 
if $ is convex valued and if int 4 is nonempty-valued or S is$nite dimensional, 
then for any E, either L[JE v dp] is empty or it equals L[JE # dp]. 
Proof. Suppose L[JE v dp] is not empty. If S is not finite dimensional, 
then by Lemma 7 SE y dp and SE $ dp have nonempty interiors so 
L[JE v dp] = S = L[jE # dp]. If S is finite dimensional, then L[JE v dp] 
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and L[sE 4 dp] are closed. Because 4 is convex valued and y is open in 4, 
L[v] = L[$]. Thus by Corollary 2 of Theorem 7, L[js g, dp] .= L[sE $ dp]. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If (M, S, v) and (M, S, I/J) satisfy MST, if 9 is open in $, 
if I,!J is convex valued and if int # is nonempty-valued or S is finite dimensional, 
then for any E, ri SE 9) dp is open in L[JE # dp] and hence open in SE JI d+ 
This Corollary follows at once from Theorem 8 and the definition of 
relative interiors. This can be combined with the Corollaries of Theorems 3 
and 4 to give 
COROLLARY 2. If (M, S, q~) and (M, S, 4) satisfy MST, if q~ is open in $, 
tf g, and $ are convex valued, if cp is relatively open valued, and if int g, is 
nonempty-valued or S is finite dimensional, then for any E, SE v dp is open in 
L[J, # dp] and hence open in SE tj dp. 
The results above have not made essential use of the condition that v 
be open in 4. This is seen by noting that the conclusions of the Corollaries 
above remain valid in the case where S is finite dimensional when the condi- 
tions p open in $ and # convex valued are weakened to v C $ and L[v] = L[$]. 
In our next result we provide the basis for a substantial extension of the 
results gotten so far by showing that when q~ is open in 4, then the only 
points in [SE F dtLl\[ri SE ‘P 44 are also in the relative boundary of SE I,!J dp. 
The condition that 9 be open in # is important for this result. 
THEOREM 9. If (M, S, q~) and (M, S, 4) satisfy MST, if 9 and +!I are 
convex valued, if v is open in +A and if either int q is nonempty-valued or S is 
finite dimensional, then for any E, 
Proof. We assume SE v dp is not empty. From Theorem 8 we have 
Hence the inclusion ri SE F dp C [J’e v dp] n [ri SE $I dp] is obvious. 
To derive the opposite inclusion, we show that if X” E [L 9) dp]\,[ri SE 9) I+], 
then 9 $ ri SE $ dp. We shall show first that if we have any hyperplane 
supporting SE q~ dp at x “, then it also supports Jr 4 dp at 9: Suppose p is a 
nonzero element of S’ and p ’ x0 = sup p . SE QJ dp. By Lemma 5, if f” is 
an integrable selection from v whose integral over E is 9, then 
P *f"(m> = SUPP .dm) I*-a.e. on E. (6) 
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We shall show that 
P .f”W = sup P . #(m) p-a.e. on E. (7) 
If m, is an element of E for which there exists some y1 in #(m,) such that 
p . y1 > p .fo(m,), then we could choose a sequence of points y” from the 
line segment [yl,fo(m,)] which converged to f”(ml) and such that 
P . Y” > P ..f”(md f or all 1~. SincefO(m,) is in p(ml) which is open in #(m,), 
then for large enough n, y” is in p)(mJ. By (6) this is possible only for a null 
set of such points m, . Thus (7) is valid. By Lemma 5 again, 
p~xo=supp~J,@~. 
We have assumed that x0 is in the relative boundary of SE y dp (which 
is convex). By assumption, either SE q dp has a nonempty interior (Lemma 7), 
or S is finite dimensional. Thus by the Separating Hyperplane Theorem 
[13, p. 641, there exists a nonzero element p in the dual of H[ss p dp] = 
H[Js # dp] such that p . x0 = supp . SE p dp. By the preceding paragraph, 
p . x0 = sup p . fE # dp. Sincep is a nonzero element of the dual of H& 4 dp], 
x0 is in the relative boundary of SE 16 dp. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If (M, S, p) and (M, S, #) satisfy MST, ;f ‘p and 4 are 
convex valued, if q~ is open in # and if either int y is nonempty-valued or S is 
Jinite dimensional, then for any E, [SE v dp] n [ri SE # dp] is open in L[JE # dp] 
and hence open in SE # dp. 
This result is immediate from Theorem 9 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 8. 
We note that most of Theorem 4 can be derived from this Corollary and 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 7 above by letting 4 = L[q]. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose (M, S, 9,) and (M, S, #) satisfy MST, v and # 
are convex valued, CJI is open in 4 and either int q~ is nonempty-valued or S is 
f&&e dimensional. If x E SE cp dp and y E ri SE + dp, then some proper convex 
combination of x and y is in ri SE p dp. 
Proof. The result is immediate from Corollary I if x = y. Otherwise, 
it is clear from Theorem 9 and Corollary 1 that it suffices to find any point 
in [x, y] n ri SE q dp. If this intersection is empty, then by Corollary 1, x is 
in the relative boundary of SE 4 dp. Let L be the line spanned by x and y. 
Suppose z in L is on the side of x oppositey (i.e., z = X,x + Azy, A, + A, = 1 
and A, > 1). If z E SE tJ dp, then x E (z, y) so x E ri SE # dp. Since this is 
false, then z $ SE J,!J dp. In particular, z $ SE v dp. On the other hand, if 
z = h,x + hay, A, + A, = 1 and A, > 1, then y E (z, x). Thus if z were to 
belong to SE v dp in this case, so would y. Since this is false, we have shown 
that the line L is disjoint from ri SE ‘p dp. By the Separating Hyperplane 
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Theorem, there is a closed hyperplane H containing L and disjoint from 
ri SE q dp. In particular, H supports SE ‘p dp at X. 
It was demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 9 that H must therefore 
support SE $ dp at x. But y E HIT ri SE /J dp, so SE 4 dp C N. This would 
mean SE v dp C H which is impossible since we chose E-I to be disjoint 
from ri St v dp. m 
Corollaries I and 2 have been derived by the author in a very different 
way in an earlier paper [4, Theorems 3 and 41. The usefulness of these 
results in mathematical economics has been shown in [3]. 
Corollary 1 gives a partial answer to the question raised in this section. 
A complete answer has so far only been given under very restrictive assump- 
tions on $ [for example, #(m) = P for all m where P is a polyhedral cone]. 
In order to demonstrate that some additional conditions must be met in 
order for J-v dp to be open in s$ dp, we consider an example. 
Let 11/1 = [0, 1] and let p be Lebesgue measure on >\/1. Define 4 by 
$(m) = PA , x2) c W: (xl, x2) = t(1 - m, m), 0 < t ,G l}. 
Let g be a selection from 4 defined by g(m) = &( I - m, m). Define F by 
F(m) = {x E #(m): x > g(m) and x # g(m)). 
For every m, #(m) is a subset of the convex set {(xi , ,xJ $-- 0: x1 -+ x2 -< l}. 
Thus s&, 4 dt( is a subset of this set. The point (4, &) is in the boundary of 
this set and is the integral of the selection f from sp defined b> 
f(m) = (1 - m, m). [Note that (g, $) = Ji’“f dp so (0, 0), (4, &) and (1, 4) 
are in SE 4 dp. Thus SE 4 dp has a nonempty interior in R2.] We shall show 
that J-,,,, f dp is not in the interior of J,W p dp relative to Jhl 4 dp by showing 
that no other boundary point of JM # dp is in J,Lf 9 dp and that there exists 
a sequence of points in the boundary of J,v, # dp which converges to sILf  dp. 
We first describe the boundary of J,%{ 4 dp. A point x is in the boundary 
of the convex set JM I/J dp if and only if p x =: sup p J,,, 4 dp for some 
nonzero p in R2. By Lemma 5 this happens exactly when there is an integrable 
selection hp from # such that p M(m) =-; sup p #(m), CL-a.e. and 
s,,, h” dp := s. B ut t is h’ d etermines hP uniquely p-a.“. 
If p j2 0, 
If p < 0, 
then hp(m) = (1 - m, m) 
then P(m) = (0,O) 
0 s-: m -, 1. 
0 :$ m :g 1. 
m 0) If p, > 0, pa < 0, then h”(m) = m > PJ(PI - P2) 
I(1 - m, m) otherwise. 
If p, < 0, p, > 0, then G(m) = lii’!m m) 
, 
‘,:zr$($ - “) 
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Thus if p, < 0 or p, < 0, then h*(m) equals zero on a nonnull subset of M. 
Thus hp is a selection from 9 only when p > 0. In this case h* = f. We 
conclude that JIM f dp is the only boundary point of JIM 4 dp which is in 
S M p dp. Finally, if we fix p, > 0 and let p, f 0, then JM h* dp ---f SMf dp. 
Thus sMf dp can be approximated by points which are in JM I/ dp but not 
in .li v 4 
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